[The propagation pathways of an excitatory stimulus to the receptor apparatus during the initiation of auditory sensations using amplitude-modulated focused ultrasound].
Studies have been made on thresholds of perception of amplitude-modulated focused ultrasound (AMFU) during modulation by 125-8,000 Hz in 6 healthy subjects, 100 patients with otosclerosis before and after operation, and 13 subjects with other disturbances in hearing. Perception thresholds for AMFU were compared with bone and air audiograms in the same subjects. Changes in the thresholds for AMFU after operation were of the same pattern as those in the thresholds for air audiometry, indicating mainly aerial pathway of signal transmission for AMFU. Perception of AMFU in otosclerotic patients is characterized by "gaps"--a new index which allows to use AMFU for differential diagnostics of otosclerosis in the clinic.